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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Prelingual deafness is a hearing loss that occurs before language is acquired and may result in brain
structural alterations.We studiedmicrostructuralWM alterations in prelingually deaf adolescents by using DTI.We hypothesized that any
morphologic alterations are mainly located in the auditory association areas. Furthermore, considering that the developing brain is both
more vulnerable to deprivation and more plastic than the adult brain, we speculated that the affected areas should be larger than those
previously reported in adult deafness.

MATERIALS ANDMETHODS: Diffusion tensor images were obtained from 16 prelingually deaf adolescents (age range, 10–18 years) and 16
healthy control adolescents matched for age and sex. Both groups were compared in fractional anisotropy and radial diffusivity by
tract-based spatial statistics. In addition, we examined the correlation between the structural data (FA, RD) differences and the duration
of sign language use and hearing aid experience.

RESULTS: Prelingually deaf adolescents had significantly lower FA and increased RD in the bilateral superior temporal gyri, Heschl gyrus, planum
polare, and the splenium of the corpus callosum. Only RD values in the right superior temporal gyrus correlated significantly and negatively (r�
�0.518; P� .040) with duration of sign language use. These alterations were larger than those previously reported in adult deafness.

CONCLUSIONS: As expected, we found severe morphologic changes of decreased FA and increased RD in multiple auditory association
areas and in the corpus callosum. These changes are signs of development impairments in prelingually deaf adolescents, possibly reflecting
axonal loss or lack of myelination.

ABBREVIATIONS: FA � fractional anisotropy; HG � Heschl gyrus; MD � mean diffusivity; RD � radial diffusivity; STG � superior temporal gyrus; TBSS �
tract-based spatial statistics

Prelingual deafness is a profound hearing impairment before

the acquisition of language. It typically happens before age 2

years, and the incidence is approximately 1 per 1000 live births.1

Prelingual deafness is either congenital or the result of abnormal

brain development, which is acquired by ototoxic medication,

bacterial meningitis, or traumatic injury during the first few years

of life. Deprivation of sound stimuli before the sensitive period of

language development may lead to brain structural reorganiza-

tion2 and change3,4 in prelingually deaf persons. Morphologic

correlates have been documented by MR imaging showing that

deaf persons have significantly decreased volumes in auditory

brain areas or an increased gray matter/WM ratio in the Heschl

gyrus and in other auditory-related brain areas.5-8 Electroenceph-

alographic studies in children with cochlear implants confirmed

the need for proper stimulation in early life.9 However, despite

treatment, gross alterations in brain anatomy may still prevail as a

consequence of prelingual deafness, but the localization and ex-

tent of such changes are not well understood. Previous studies10,11

identified areas showing relatively small structural changes, which

were mainly located in the STG, HG, and corpus callosum. Our

hypothesis was that the prelingual deafness–induced WM altera-

tions (locations of significant changes in diffusion tensor imaging
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metrics) in adolescents were mainly consistent with the changes

reported in adults.11 Considering the developing brain is both

more vulnerable to deprivation and more plastic than the adult

brain, we further hypothesized that any brain morphologic alter-

ations should be larger in prelingually deaf adolescents when

compared with adults.

To test the hypothesis and to obtain a better understanding of

the mechanisms of prelingual deafness, we therefore quantified in

greater detail WM developmental abnormalities in adolescents

with prelingual deafness by using DTI and tract-based spatial sta-

tistics. Then, we correlated the DTI metrics with measures of

functional use, namely the duration of experience in sign lan-

guage and hearing aid use, to investigate the effects of functional

use on brain integrity. DTI was used because it is one of the most

popular MR imaging techniques in brain research for its high

sensitivity in the detection of microstructural alterations.12-14

When analyzed with TBSS, DTI studies have the advantages of

higher spatial registration and smoothing, thus enabling more

accurate results.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
A total of 16 prelingually deaf adolescents (age at imaging

[mean � SD], 14.56 � 2.10 years, age range: 10 –18 years; 8 boys

and 8 girls) and 16 control adolescents matched for age, sex, and

right- or left-handedness (age at imaging [mean � SD], 14.75 �

2.38 years; age range: 10 –18 years; 8 boys and 8 girls) were in-

cluded in the study. All patients became deaf mainly because of

drug toxicity or by heredity before age 1 year. The deaf partici-

pants experienced sensorineural hearing loss, with the better ear

having a mean pure tone average air conduction threshold of �90

dB of hearing loss and no single frequency �45 dB hearing loss at

500 Hz to 4000 Hz. All of the deaf adolescents were trained in

Chinese Sign Language for at least 4 years (mean, 7.2 � 2.97 years;

range, 4 –13 years). The control participants were monolingual

Chinese speakers who were healthy with no history of hearing

disorder. All of the participants had normal MR imaging findings

of the brain and no history of neurologic or psychiatric illness

such as meningitis, cytomegalovirus, and traumatic injury. After

the institutional review board approved our study, written in-

formed consent was obtained from each participant according to

the Declaration of Helsinki. The detailed patient data are shown

in Table 1, along with the data of the control group in Table 2.

MR Imaging Acquisition
Diffusion tensor imaging was acquired on a 3T Signa HDxt MR

imaging scanner (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) by use

of an 8-channel phased-array head coil. The protocol was as fol-

lows: spin-echo, echo-planar imaging with a spatial resolution of

1 � 1 � 2 mm, 2-mm section thickness, no intersection gap, TR of

17,000 ms, TE of 96 ms, field of view of 24 � 24 cm, and imaging

matrix of 256 � 256. Motion-probing gradients were applied

along 15 noncollinear directions with a b factor of 1000 s/mm2

after an acquisition without diffusion weighting (b � 0 s/mm2).

T1-weighted images were acquired by use of a spoiled gradient-

echo sequence with the following parameters: flip angle, 13°; TR,

9 ms; TE, 3.5 ms; inversion time, 450 ms; section thickness, 1 mm;

acquisition matrix, 256 � 256; and field of view, 24 cm � 24 cm.

We obtained 196 contiguous sagittal sections with a voxel size of

1 � 1 � 1 mm3.

Table 2: Demographic data of control children
Control No Sex Age (y)
1 M 13
2 M 16
3 F 16
4 M 16
5 M 16
6 M 16
7 F 10
8 F 11
9 F 18
10 F 13
11 M 11
12 F 16
13 M 17
14 F 16
15 F 16
16 M 15

Table 1: Demographic data of children with prelingual deafness

Patient No Age (y) Sex Hearing Loss (dB)

Use of CSL Use of HA

Cause of DeafnessStart Age (y) Duration (y) Start Age (y) Duration (y)
1 13 F 96.5 8 5 6 7 1
2 16 M 118 6 10 6 10 1
3 18 M 100 6 12 6 12 1
4 16 M 107.5 6 10 2 14 2
5 15 F 107.5 10 5 10 5 1
6 13 F 107.5 9 4 3 10 2
7 10 M 105 5 7 5 7 2
8 14 F 110 3 11 1.5 12.5 2
9 16 F 110 6 10 7 9 1
10 17 F 98.5 9 8 9 8 2
11 13 M 118.5 6.5 6.5 5 8 2
12 17 M 103 6 11 2 15 2
13 14 F 112.5 7 7 1.5 12.5 1
14 12 M 103.5 8 4 2.5 9.5 2
15 14 F 119 8 6 3 11 2
16 15 M 104.5 10 5 3 12 1

CSL indicates Chinese Sign Language; F, female; HA, hearing aid; M, male; 1, congenital cause of deafness; 2, deafness caused by exposure to ototoxic medication.
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DTI Data Processing and TBSS
After the image acquisition, we used the

Oxford Centre for Functional MRI of the

Brain Diffusion Toolbox (FDT 2.0)

within FSL v4.1 (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.

uk/fsl) to transform the diffusion images

to NIfTI format on a workstation for fur-

ther processing. For each participant, 15

DTI volumes with a b-value of 1000

s/mm2 were first affine-registered to the

b0 volume for correction of eddy current

distortion and simple head motion. The

next step was to remove nonbrain tissue

pixels from the native b0 image by using

the Brain Extraction Tool15 of FSL; a frac-

tional intensity threshold of 0.3 was se-

lected, resulting in a nonbrain tissue– ex-

tracted 4D image and a binary brain mask

for each particpant. We then used the ed-

dy-corrected 4D data and corresponding

brain mask to fit the diffusion tensor

model at each voxel by using the FMRIB

Diffusion Toolbox.15 This step generates

maps of fractional anisotropy, mean dif-

fusivity, and 3 eigenvalues (�1, �2, �3). �1

is also called axial diffusivity. We then cal-

culated the map of the radial diffusivity

(perpendicular eigenvalue, �23) by aver-

aging the maps of �2 and �3.

The standard TBSS procedure was

then applied to the data. The FA images

from each participant were co-registered

to the predefined FMRIB58_FA stan-

dard-space image provided by FSL by use

of nonlinear registration, and affine-

aligned into Montreal Neurological Insti-

tute 152 standard space. The resulting

standard-space FA images of each partic-

ipant were averaged to create a mean FA

image, which was then fed into an FA skeletonization program to

create a skeleton image of WM tracts; a threshold of 0.2 was se-

lected to define the border of WM and gray matter. Then, each

participant’s local maximal FA intensity along the perpendicular

direction of the WM tract was projected to the mean FA skeleton

to carry out the voxelwise statistics across each participant. The

same projection method was applied to the MD, axial diffusivity

(�1), and radial diffusivity images.

We carried out voxelwise cross-participant statistics on the

skeleton image by using FSL’s Randomize tool, which uses a per-

mutation-based statistical inference that does not rely on a Gauss-

ian distribution.16 Random Monte Carlo–simulated samples of

10,000 permutations were used as null distribution. Group com-

parisons between deaf adolescents and healthy control adoles-

cents were then performed. Clusters with sizes of �20 voxels and

P value of �.05 (corrected for multiple comparisons) were iden-

tified as significant, according to the threshold-free cluster en-

hancement method,17 to avoid definition of an initial cluster-

forming threshold or carrying out a large amount of data

smoothing. To find out whether the duration of auditory experi-

ence was related to brain anisotropy, we calculated the Pearson

correlation to relate FA, MD, and RD values of HG and STG with

biographic data of sign language and hearing aid use, using SPSS

v16.0 (SPSS, Chicago, Illinois). A P value of � .05 was regarded as

significant in the correlation analysis.

RESULTS
Compared with healthy control adolescents, prelingually deaf ad-

olescents showed significant FA reductions of multiple WM skel-

eton clusters (Fig 1A). These regions were bilateral WM in the

superior temporal gyrus, Heschl gyrus, and planum polare. In

addition, decreased FA was also seen in the splenium of the corpus

callosum and right thalamus (Fig 1B). The coordinates of the local

maxima and cluster size are listed in Table 3. We did not find any

significant FA increases compared with the healthy control

participants.

FIG 1. A, The identified FA skeleton clusters at P � .05 (corrected for multiple comparisons)
were filled (by use of tbss_fill script implemented in FSL) to make the presentation easy to
follow. Changes can be found in different brain areas. The background image is the standard
MNI_T1_1-mm template and the FA skeleton (green). Red-yellow voxels represent regions in
which FA was significantly decreased in prelingually deaf children relative to healthy control
children. Axial sections from Z� �14 to 32 in the MNI coordinate are shown. B, 3D view of the
identified FA skeleton clusters (X� 90; Y� 103; and Z� 76).
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Several RD clusters were significantly increased in prelin-

gually deaf adolescents, as shown in Table 4 and Fig. 2. An RD

increase in the bilateral centrum semiovale was also detected,

particularly in the right hemisphere. No significant RD de-

crease was detected.

We found significant FA- and RD-altered areas mainly in

the auditory cortex and corpus callosum. The primary audi-

tory cortex is located in the posterior half of the STG. It also

dives into HG, which is the first region of the auditory pathway

where we expected the most serious anisotropy changes to oc-

cur. All of our deaf participants had been using sign language

and hearing aids for several years, but the duration of the hear-

ing experience (ie, time of functional use) was rather variable

among them. The mean RD value of the

right STG in deaf adolescents correlated

significantly with the duration of sign

language use (r � �0.518, P � .040,

Table 5, Fig 3), but no significant corre-

lations were found between biographic

data (duration of sign language and

hearing aid use) and FA of the left HG,

right HG, left STG, and right STG (Ta-

ble 5).

DISCUSSION
Using DTI, we found multiple structural

abnormalities in different brain areas in-

cluding the bilateral STG, HG, planum

polare, corpus callosum, and right thala-

mus. No correlation was found between

DTI metrics and the experience of sign

language except in only 1 WM structure,

which was a negative correlation. This

finding shows that WM anisotropy

changes are largely independent of func-

tional use. These findings are partially in

agreement with those of previous studies

with adults,10,11,18 indicating that prelin-

gual deafness in adolescents is mainly

consistent with that in adults but shows

certain differences.

Compared with other imaging techniques, DTI is more sensi-

tive because it can detect WM microstructural changes well before

a macrostructural loss of WM becomes measurable by other pro-

cedures, such as voxel-based morphometry.19 Although the pre-

cise underlying mechanism for the changes of anisotropy is still

unclear, decreased FA or increased RD may be interpreted as loss

or insufficient development of myelination, loss of axons, gliosis,

or tissue edema. Taking into account that our prelingually deaf

adolescents did not show any pathologic changes as a result of

brain injury, we can ascertain that the anisotropy changes may

best be attributed to axonal loss and/or lack of myelination at an

early age in life. The specific findings and their relevance are now

discussed.

FIG 2. White matter structures showing significantly increased RD in prelingually deaf children
(corrected for multiple comparisons; P � .05), filled by use of the tbss_fill script of FSL to aid
visualization. The background image is the standard MNI_T1_1-mm template and the FA skele-
ton (green). Red-yellow voxels represent regions in which RD was increased significantly in
prelingually deaf children relative to healthy control children. Axial sections from Z� �14 to 32
in the MNI coordinate are shown.

Table 3: Skeleton clusters showing significantly decreased FA at P< .05

Cluster Index Voxels P Value

MNI Coordinates (mm)

Anatomic RegionX Y Z
1 619 .027 �5 �27 23 Corpus callosum
2 617 .028 52 �7 �6 R STG, R HG, R PP
3 73 .030 �47 �23 �1 L STG, L HG, L PP
4 36 .030 36 �14 �13 R external capsule
5 24 .030 20 �20 �6 R thalamus

L indicates left; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; PP, planum polare; R, right.

Table 4: Skeleton clusters showing significantly increased RD at P< .05

Cluster Index Voxels P Value

MNI Coordinates (mm)

Anatomic RegionX Y Z
1 2627 0.041 53 116 60 R STG, R HG, R PP
2 2213 0.041 95 99 95 Corpus callosum
3 34 0.042 134 �103 76 L STG, L HG, L PP

R indicates right; L, left; PP, planum polare.
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FA Decrease in STG and HG
Our main finding was decreased fractional anisotropy in the WM

regions located in or near the auditory cortex, specifically bilateral

changes in the STG and HG, which are consistent with previous

studies.10,11 The primary auditory cortex is believed to be in-

volved in most of the high-level processing that takes place in

sound processing and is essential for recognizing when sound

starts, stops, or changes pitch.20,21 The FA loss is more significant

in the right STG and HG than in the left hemisphere, and the

significant decreased FA areas in or near the right STG and HG are

much greater than on the left side.4 FA is a DTI image– derived

parameter that characterizes the intrinsic feature of tissue micro-

structure and microdynamics. It depends on the relative strength

of axial diffusivity and RD. A decrease of axial diffusivity may be

indicative of axonal damage in animal models, whereas an RD

increase is related to demyelination. Both changes will result in FA

decrease.22 The findings here may be related to the widely vali-

dated conclusion that the right auditory cortex is more sensitive to

tonality,5,23 which is consistent with the study by Kim et al.11

FA Decrease in Planum Polare and Thalamus
A significant FA decrease was found in the planum polare, which

is part of the secondary auditory cortex. Magnetoencephalogra-

phy24 and functional MR imaging studies25 revealed that this area

is possibly involved in early syntactic parsing processes, especially

in grammatical processes. In addition, a positron-emission to-

mography study26 has demonstrated that repetition and harmo-

nization can activate the planum polare of amateur musicians,

and this area is highly active when a professional pianist performs

a J.S. Bach concerto blindfolded,27 indicating that this area sup-

ports higher musical representations.25 A recent functional MR

imaging study28 indicates that the planum polare of a neonate,

whose brain was not yet functionally specialized, was activated by

musical stimuli. For adults, this area becomes increasingly in-

volved with increasing melodic complexity.29 Thus, the decreased

FA may indicate that the syntactic parsing, pitch, and melody

processing in prelingually deaf adolescents are left underdevel-

oped because of the early lack of experience and exposure to spo-

ken language and music. Nearly all incoming information to the

cortex is routed through deep gray matter structures in the thal-

amus.30 Specifically, the medial geniculate nucleus of the thala-

mus is an obligatory relay for all ascending auditory information

destined to reach the primary auditory cortex. MR imaging stud-

ies31-33 have shown that the thalamus, especially the right thala-

mus, plays an important role in auditory signal processing.34 The

FA decrease in the right thalamus indicates that it is vital for au-

ditory processing and is hampered in de-

velopment because of a lack of auditory

input in early age.

FA Decrease in the Corpus Callosum
The corpus callosum is the largest com-

missural WM pathway connecting both

hemispheres, allowing for communica-

tion and coordination to integrate motor,

sensory, and cognitive activities on both

sides of the brain. Axons in the most cau-

dal region of the corpus callosum—the

splenium— connect the occipital, tempo-

ral, and parietal regions.35 The FA de-

creases we found in the posterior part of

the corpus callosum are nearly the same as

the parcellated areas corresponding to the

temporal lobe projections in the study by

Huang et al.36 However, our finding con-

flicts with the results of the study by Kim

et al,11 who observed increased (rather

than decreased) FA in the corpus callo-

sum. This discrepancy may be attributed

to the younger age of our participants,

who may have not had enough visual ex-

posure. The significant (P � .05) FA clus-
FIG 3. Significant correlation between duration of sign language use and RD of the right STG,
r� �0.518; P� .040.

Table 5: Correlation between biographic data and DTI metrics
Metrics Area t P value

Sign language FA L HG 0.61 .55
R HG 1.17 .26
L STG 1.25 .23
R STG 1.72 .11

RD L HG �1.11 .29
R HG �1.03 .32
L STG 0.04 .97
R STG �2.26 .04*

Hearing aids FA L HG 1.25 .23
R HG 0.03 .98
L STG 0.83 .42
R STG 1.44 .17

RD L HG �0.03 .98
R HG 0.97 .35
L STG 0.81 .43
R STG �0.68 .51

L indicates left; R, right.
* indicates statistically significant.
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ter decrease was greater in the corpus callosum of the participants

from our study vs the corpus callosum in the participants from the

study by Li et al.10

RD Increase in the Brain
To further investigate the structural differences between healthy

control participants and prelingually deaf patients, we also exam-

ined other diffusion parameters such as axial diffusivity, MD, and

RD. We found a significant difference in RD between groups, and

this change showed a large degree of overlap of the FA clusters.

The difference of axial diffusivity and MD between groups, how-

ever, fell below statistical significance. The RD increased, but the

FA decreased in multiple areas, suggesting increased water mobil-

ity perpendicular to the axons. It is interesting to note that we

detected a significant negative relationship (r � �0.518; P �

.040) between the duration of sign language and the RD of the

right STG (Fig 3). This finding could indicate that sign language

may have a positive effect on myelination of the right STG.

Study Limitations
Despite these interesting findings, our study had some limita-

tions. The number of participants was relatively small for corre-

lations of WM integrity and DTI metrics. Also, we did not con-

sider the potential effects of some clinical information such as

education and intelligence levels, both of which may have an im-

pact on brain anisotropy. In addition, DTI has 2 major limita-

tions: the inability to resolve multiple fiber orientations inside of

the same voxel, and the lack of specificity of DTI indices (ie, the

paradox of white matter integrity).37 Thus, additional studies are

needed to substantiate our conclusions.

CONCLUSIONS
Compared with healthy control adolescents, prelingually deaf ad-

olescents showed decreased FA and increased RD in multiple ar-

eas including the STG, HG, planum polare, and corpus callosum.

The results support our hypothesis that changes were mainly lo-

cated in the auditory-associated brain areas and that the affected

areas in prelingually deaf adolescents were larger than those pre-

viously reported in adults by other laboratories.10 Changes in an-

isotropy might be attributed to axonal loss or shrinkage and/or

lack of myelination, which has a major effect on the life of the

growing adolescent. The FA and RD changes that we have ob-

served are broadly consistent with previous studies of deaf

adults.10,11 However, we found that only 1 anisotropy change in

the auditory cortex—the RD increase in the right STG— corre-

lated with duration of sign language use and none correlated with

hearing aid use. From this finding, we conclude that WM anisot-

ropy alterations in prelingually deaf adolescents are largely inde-

pendent of functional use.
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